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1 • lNTRODUCTION 
We consider an iterative guarded colllllland C of the type: 
* [ □ 
iEI 
B. -+- C. ] 
l. l. 
where I is a set of indexes, the Bi's are boolean expressions (without side 
effects) and the C!s are commands (there is no assumption of fairness for 
l. 
the successive executions of each C.). 
l. 
We make the assumption of fairness at the outer level by assuming that if, 
in the course of executing C we get an infinite number of times at the be-
einning of the body of the loop with B. being true, then we will choose the 
l. 
connnand C. for execution an infinite number of times. 
l. 
In [GFMR] the authors proposed the following proof rule for such com-
mands (with a small insignificant change). To prove < r > C < q > ( meaning 
total correctness under the assumption of fairness), find a set Wand a well-
fol'nded relation(<) on it, a predicate p on States x Wand for each w E W 
that is not minimal in W, two Qubsets of I: D and S satisfying the following w w 
conditions: 
(]) I= D u S and D I 0 for every w E W, not a minimal element. w w w 
(2) For every w E W, not a minimal element, and every j ED 
w 
< p(w) AB.> C. < 3V<w, p(v) > 
J J 
(3) For every w E W, not a minimal element and every k ES 
w 
< p ( w) " Bk > ck < 3 v s w , p ( v) > 
(4) For every w E W not a minimal element, such that S ~ 0 
w 
< p(w) > * [ □ 
kES 
w 
Bk " 7 V B • -+- Ck ] < true > 
jED J 
w 
(5) For every w E W a minimal element: 
p(w) :::, A 7 B. 
1 iEI 
(6) For every w E W 
(7) 
p(w) A 7 V 
id 
r :::, 3v p(v) 
B. :::, q 
1 
Another rule to the some effect has been proposed in [AO]. In [GFMR], the 
completeness of the method is proved by use of a delicate analysis of C's 
computation tree. Another proof will be proposed, based on [LPS]. 
2. THE PROOF 
Suppose that < r > C < q > holds. We have to find a set W, a well-
founded relation< a predicat~ p and sets D and S satisfying (1)-(7). 
w w 
Our proof is by induction on the size of the set I of indexes. Suppose we 
2 
have shown completeness for all iterative commands with strictly less guards 
than I I I. 
From our assumption we deduce < r > C <true> and [r] C [q] (the square 
brackets mean partial correctness). Let us, first draw some conclusions from 
the second claim. Since the partial correctness theory is independent of the 
assumption of fairness, we may apply the classical proof rule which is known 
to be comple:te (it seems to be a folk theorem, given as Exercise 7.17 in 
[BJ). Therefore there is a predicate a satisfying: 
(a) 
(b) For every 1 EI [a A B.l C. [a] 
1 1 
(c) a A 7 . V B. :::, q 
1EI 1 
We may also assume that every state satisfying a is reachable (during an 
execution of C ) from some state satisfying r. 
Let us now come back to the assertion <r> C <true>. Let A be the set 
of states s E States satisfying r. For i EI. define f. , ~r~rP~ v ~r~r~c hu• 
3 
(s,t) Ef. iff s satisfies B. and C. may lead from s tot. 
1 1 1 
Now with the notations of [LPS] let us consider the concurrent system: 
P =<States, {f.} . I, A>. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
1 1 € 
fair computations of P and fair executions of C. 
Therefore P fairly terminates and also impartially terminates. By the com-
pleteness of method M for proving impartial termination (see [LPS] we can 
find a set W', a well-founded relation< on it, a ranking function p: 
States + W' and predicates Q., i EI satisfying the following (Q is defined 
1 
to be Q = V Q.): 
iEI 1 




Q(s) A s'E f.(s) ~ Q(s') A p(s) ~ p(s') 
1 
Q.(s) As' E f.(s) A p(s) = p(s') J Q.(s') 
1 J 1 
Q.(s) .As' E f.(s) J p(s) > p(s') 
1 1 
We may now define W = W' v (21-{0}). If v,v' E W' and K,K' E. I we say 
that (v,K) < (v',K') iff either v < v' or v=v' and 
founded relation. We define D(v,K) as Kand Sw as 
dicate p(s,(v,K)) is defined as a(s) A p(s) = v A 
we must check conditions (1)-(7). 
(1) Obvious from the construction. 
K'j K. This is a well-
I-D , for w € W. The pre-
w 
K = {iii E I,Q.(s)}. Now 
1 




By (M4) if states' may result from the execution of C. in states, then 
J 
p(s') < p(s). By (b) s' satisfies a. By M2) the set 
{klk EI,Qk(s')} = L is not empty. Then s' satisfies p(u) for u = (p(s'),L) 
and u < w. We have shown that [p(w) AB.] C. [3V<w p(w)] for j ED. 
J J w 
We must now show that p(w) AB. guarantees the termination of C .• 
J J 
But every state satisfying p(w) satisfies a and is therefore reachable from 
some state satisfying r. Therefore < r > C <true> implies 
< p(w) A B.> C. <true>. 
J J 
4 
(3)_Suppose w = (v,K), s satisfies p(w) and Bk fork EI. By the assumption 
concerning a, s may be reached from some state satisfying r (i.e. in A). 
By (Ml) and (M2) then Q(s) holds. If states' may result from the execution 
of Ck in states, by (M2) we have Q(s') and p(s) ~-p(s'). 
The set L = {iEij Q.(s')} is not empty (because Q(s') holds). By (b), we 
1. 
have a(s'). 
Therefore s' satisfies p(u) for u = (p(s'),L), If p(s) > p(s') ,u < w. 
If p ( s) = p ( s' ) , by (M3) L => K and u s: w. We have shown 
But every state satisfying p(w) (and therefore a) is reachable from some 
state satisfying rand therefore <r> C <true> implies (3). 
(4) If tr! = I, S = 0 and there is nothing to prove. Suppose S I 0. Every w w 
state satisfying p(w) is reachable from some state satisfying rand therefore 
< r> C <true> implies (4), since every fair execution of the connnand in (4) 
is also a fair execution of C and since it has less guards than C. 
(5) Let w = (v,K) be a minimal element of W. It must be that vis a minimal 
element of W' and K = I. Ifs satisfies p(w), Q.(s) holds for every i EI. 
1. 
Since the conclusion of (M4) cannot hold, we conclude that f.(s) = 0 for 
1. 
every i EI. Suppose thats satisfies B., by definition off. this would 
1. 1. 
imply that C. has an infinite computation starting ins. Buts is reachable 
1. 
from some state satisfying r and < r > C < q > • We conclude 7 B. (s) for every 
1. 
i € I. 
(6) Since P(w) => a and a A 7 V B. => q (by (c)). 
id 1. 
(7) If s satisfies r, it is in A. By (Ml), Q(s) holds and the set 
L = {i € I, Q.(s)} is not empty. 
1. 
w = (p (s) ,L) is then in Wands satisfies p(w) by (a). Q.E.D. 
5 
3. TOTAL CORRECTNESS UNDER THE ASSUMPTION OF JUSTICE 
From now on, in place of the assumption of fairness as described in 
the introduction we shall make the weaker assumption of justice (weak fair-
ness in [AO]). We assume that if, in the course of a non-terminating execution 
of the connnand C, from a certain time onwards, we find that every time we 
get at the beginning of the body of the loop the predicate B. is true, then 
1 
we will choose the connnand C. for execution an infinite number of times. 
1 
We offer the following proof rule (another one may be found in [AO]). 
To prove < r > C <q> (under the assumption of justice), find W,<,p,F ,S as w w 
before satisfying (1),(2),(3),(5),(6),(7) and 
(4 I) For every w E W , not a minimal element, and every j E D , 
w 
p(w) :) B. V 7.V 1B. J 1€ 1 
We shall now show that our rule is sound and complete. 
4. SOUNDNESS 
Suppose there are W, <, p, D satisfying (1)-(3),(4'),(5)-(7). Let 
w 
s 0 ,s 1, ••• ,sn,··· be a sequence of states (finite or infinite) describing 
a computation of C, starting in a state satisfying r. By (7) s 0 ~ p(v0) for 
some v0. By (1),(2),(3) and (5) there is a non-increasing sequence: 
v0 ~ v 1 ~ ••• ~ v ~ •.. sucht thats I= p(v), and v. 1 > v. if the i'th r r r 1- 1 
move was from D . If the sequence is finite, the last states satisfies 
vi-I n 
7_v B. and, by (6), satisfies q. 
1EI 1 
We must now show that no infinite execution of C may be just. If the 
sequence of v!s is infinite then, from a certain point onwards, they must 
1 
all be equal : vm = vm+I = •.• = vn = •••• Therefore no move from Dv was 
m 
taken an infinite number of times. Since, by (1), Dv is not empty there is 
m 
taken only a finite number of times. By (4'), since 
computation is unjust. 
6 
5. COMPLETENESS 
The proof proceeds along lines similar to that of Section 2. There is 
a one-to one. correspondence between just computations of P and just execu-
tions of C. Therefore P justly terminates. By the completeness of method J 
we may find, W', <, p and Qis such that (Ml)-(M4) and 
(JS) Q.(s) ~ f.(s) f 0 v ViEI f.(s) = 0. 
1 1 1 
Define W, < ,P ,D and S as in Section 2. w w 
The proof of Section 2 shows that (1),(2),(3),(5),(6) and (7) hold (replace 
"fair" by "just" in the proofs). Let us show that (4') holds. 
(4') Let jED , for w = (u,K) • If a state s satisfies p(w), then it satisfies . w 
Q .• By (JS) then either f.(s) + 0 and therefore s satisfies B. or 
J J J 
ViEI fi (s) = 0 . But for any k EI, if s satisfies Bk then either fk(s) "f 0 
or there is a possible non-terminating computation of 0-k starting in s, in 
contradiction with < r > C < q > • Q.E.D. 
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